ABSTRACT: The intrapopulation fixation index ( f ) is inversely related to the outcrossing rate (t). Results obtained from data on molecular markers of natural populations have shown that these values are highly variable, even when measured in the same group of individuals. It is thus suggested that factors besides those described in Wright's genetic equilibrium must be operating. Using simulated data sets this study shows that the finite size condition of a population is sufficient to spread the estimated f values along a range at equilibrium, as opposed to keeping them at the theoretical equilibrium point. The variation in outcrossing rates can amplify this range considerably. Correlation between estimated f values obtained from different loci in this condition showed to be negatively related to the outcrossing rates, and positively related to the variance of these rates along generations. The finite size of populations associated to small fluctuations in t mean values over time may explain the usually reported high variation among estimated f values of different loci. Key words: population genetics, inbreeding, computer simulation
INTRODUCTION
In very large populations, reproducing by panmixis, in the absence of selection, migration and mutation, the allele and genotype frequencies are kept in equilibrium, and do not change along generations, keeping a relation described by (Crow & Kimura, 1970 in which: p u is the frequency of allele u; P uu is the frequency of the homozygous genotype for allele u; P uv is the frequency of heterozygous genotype for the u and v alleles. These relations are known as the Hardy-Weinberg law and were postulated independently by G. H. Hardy and W. Weinberg in 1908. Wright (1921; 1922) demonstrated that an equilibrium is also attained if, when keeping the other HardyWeinberg conditions, the population reproduces under a fixed outcrossing rate (t) instead of reproducing by in which f is the intrapopulation fixation index (Wright, 1951; 1965) . These relations are known as the Wright equilibrium relations and assume great importance in the genetic characterization of natural populations, since they provide not only an indicator parameter of the degree of structure of the genetic variability at the individual level, but also a method to obtain outcrossing rate estimates in natural conditions, given a single generation data set (Fyfe & Bailey, 1951) . This is possible because of the fact that under Wright's equilibrium conditions the f and t values keep a relation that may be expressed by (Bennet & Binet, 1956) :
The extensive use of this knowledge, however, was delayed until the development of genotype evaluation techniques at the molecular level, carried out along the last years. The development of molecular marker techniques along the last 30 years, and notably during the last 20 years, resulted in an actual revolution in the capacity of genotype evaluation under natural conditions. These techniques allowed the use of a much broader variety of species in genetic studies in contrast to the use of a few model species in the past.
Papers reporting the genetic characterization of natural populations are now abundant, many of which providing highly variable estimates for the intrapopulation fixation index obtained from information on different loci. In this respect, one must recognize that variation among different populations/species reflect different population structures and reproductive strategies that evolved under different ecological pressures (Loveless & Hamrick, 1984) . On the other hand, variation in the same population along generations or over different loci, must reflect different aspects of its dynamic, being then a consequence of the demographic stochastic process and genetic drift (Gillespie, 1998) .
The present paper evaluates, through computer simulation, the effects resulting from the finite condition of populations and those resulting from variation in the outcrossing rates, along generations and among individuals of a given generation, over the estimated values of the intrapopulation fixation index. Information herein produced might be valuable for the development of methods that would allow a better characterization of the dynamics of the genetic properties of populations, and of their implications in the recognition of better conservation and management strategies.
METHODOLOGY
In a way to allow the simulation and evaluation of a diverse set of conditions, a computer program (available from the authors) based on the Delphi/Pascal language was developed. Computer simulations were carried out using the following algorithm: 1. attribute to each of the L loci of the N individuals a given genotype; 2. identify an individual at random (i); 3. attribute to the outcrossing rate a given value (t); 4. generate a random number from a [0, 1] uniform distribution (x); 5. if x<t, obtain a second random individual (j), if not, take j=i; 6. for each of the L loci, take one allele at random from i and combine it with a randomly taken allele from j; 7. repeat 2 to 6 steps N times, providing the N individuals that will constitute the next generation; 8. repeat step 7 for the number of desired generations.
Initial genotypes were obtained from expected genotype frequencies under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, considering two equally frequent alleles per locus. Data were obtained after 20 generations, when Wright's equilibrium conditions prevail. The effects of the following factors were evaluated: a) population size; b) variation in the generation mean outcrossing rate; c) variation among the outcrossing rates of different individuals from a given generation.
The effects of the variation of the outcrossing rates, both among individuals from the same generation and among different generations, were evaluated admitting that the outcrossing rate is a Beta distributed random variable (t), restricted to the [0, 1] interval, displaying a Beta density function given by:
) (⋅ Γ is the gamma function and α and β are distribution parameters, being α>0 and β>0.
Mean and variance of t are then given, respectively, by:
Parameters α and β used in simulation were defined in a way to characterize species showing different mating systems. Simulations were carried out under conditions typical for autogamous species (t =0.05), mixed mating species (t = 0.50) and alogamous species (t = 0.95). Beta distributions with variances equal to 0.000025 and 0.0025 were established for each case (Figure 1 ). Simulations with variance equal to 0.025 were carried out specifically for t = 0.50, because of the fact that for mean outcrossing rates equal to 0.05 and 0.95, the correspond- ing density functions would represent a behavior hardly found in the nature, in which the most likely values of t would be the extreme ones, simultaneously. For each simulated case, the α and β values were obtained from the mean and variance of t values using the relations:
Simulated values for the Beta distribution were generated following a procedure adapted from Dagpunar (1988) .
Considering the magnitude of the evaluated populations, the intrapopulation fixation index values were estimated using the traditional expression:
in which: h is the expected heterozygosity under HardyWeinberg equilibrium obtained directly from sample observed allele frequencies and H is the sample observed heterozygosity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Considering the dynamics of the fixation index under the different simulated conditions, the estimated values of f ( fˆ) reach the equilibrium condition rather quickey, this condition being represented in certain cases by an interval of variation and not anymore by a single value (Figures 2, 3 and 4) . The fˆ values obtained showed an increasing magnitude of variation for decreasing population sizes, exception being made to the simulation carried out with t=0.00. Variation in mean outcrossing rates along different generations also noticeably influenced the dynamic of fˆvalues obtained in simulations. The magnitude of variation of fˆshowed to be positively associated to variation in t values. On the other hand, situations in which the outcrossing rates were variable only among individuals of the same generation, the mean values kept constant along generations and with a population size of 1,000,000 individuals, did not result in a detectable variation of fˆvalues along generations.
Variation of outcrossing rates (t) along generations resulted in a stronger effect on the behavior of fv alues than that derived from variation of t among different individuals (Tables 1, 2 ence of the variation of outcrossing rates among individuals from the same generation over the dynamic of fˆ values along generations should, however, be considered carefully. Once the effect of the variation of mean outcrossing rates along generations over the behavior of fv alues is recognized, one should consider that for small population sizes, variation of t values at individual level might considerably contribute to the increment in t value oscillation, and in this case, it would result in an indirect effect on the variance of fˆ values.
The detected variation in fˆ values does not include that derived from statistical sampling: resulted from the fact that only a portion of the actual population was evaluated. In this sense, even in situations in which the evaluation of every individual of a given population is possible, an oscillation in the fˆ values from different loci along generations must be expected, resulting from the instability of the outcrossing rates and from the events of genetic sampling of gametes. Figure 5 shows the observed probability distributions for the intrapopulation fixation index values obtained along generations in populations of 10,000 individuals, with different outcrossing rates. These distributions, obtained with constant outcrossing rates among individuals and generations, exhibit strong similarity with Beta probability density functions defined for the interval (0, N), with means equal to the simulated t values and variances given by the same expression of sampling variance of t , reported by Vencovsky (1994):
The probability density function of interest, expressed in terms of f is given by: 
The usefulness of the (0, N) interval derives from the fact that the fˆ values are allowed to be negative, implying in t values that may be larger than 1.0 (apparent outcrossing rate).
The similarity between these functions suggests that, in cases in which the outcrossing rates are kept relatively constant along generations, the behavior of fˆ val- Scientia Agricola, v.60, n.2, p.305-313 ues may be described using a Beta probability density function, defined by parameters that are function of the population size, of the f value correspondent to the actual outcrossing rate, and of the allele frequencies. Figure 6 shows the observed probability distributions for the fˆ values obtained from 10,000 loci evaluated in a single generation, in populations of 1,000 individuals, with different outcrossing rates. The figure also shows the probability density functions defined in a similar manner to that used to describe the behavior of fˆ values in different generations. The fact that the dynamic behavior of fˆ values in both cases, a given locus along generations and different loci in a given generation, presented a similar pattern suggests that data from loci in a single generation might provide information on the single locus dynamics along generations. Although data from different generations are rare in the literature, information from different loci is not and could thus provide an estimate of the effective number of individuals reproductively active in a given population (N). From a practical point of view, the finite condition of populations might result in a pronounced variation in the intrapopulation fixation index values estimated from different loci in a given generation. Small populations, with dozens of individuals, and variation in outcrossing rates are conditions ubiquitous in nature and the resulting effect of these factors might be contributing to the high level of variation of fˆ values among loci evaluated in the same population, commonly reported in the literature. As a final comment, the difficulty in performing a good characterization of intrapopulation fixation index values by the use of point estimates should be stressed. The dynamic behavior of this parameter at equilibrium would certainly be better characterized by a probabilistic approach in which probabilities of occurrence of different fˆ values could be evaluated. Without any loss of information, an approach of such a nature would allow not only to evaluate the fˆ mean value, but also its instability, that seems to be ubiquitous in natural conditions. 
CONCLUSIONS
The estimated values of the intrapopulation fixation index exhibit a dynamic behavior under equilibrium, that is strongly influenced by population size and variation in mean outcrossing rates along generations. The instability of fˆ values from different loci evaluated in the same population, commonly reported in the literature, might be explained by the finite condition of natural populations.
